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Proving that the parent Hamiltonian of a Projected Entangled Pair State (PEPS) is gapped remains an impor-
tant open problem. We take a step forward in solving this problem by showing two results: first, we identify an
approximate factorization condition on the boundary state of rectangular subregions that is sufficient to prove
that the parent Hamiltonian of the bulk 2D PEPS has a constant gap in the thermodynamic limit; second, we
then show that Gibbs state of a local, finite-range Hamiltonian satisfy such condition. The proof applies to the
case of injective and MPO-injective PEPS, employs the martingale method of nearly commuting projectors, and
exploits a result of Araki [1] on the robustness of one dimensional Gibbs states. Our result provides one of
the first rigorous connections between boundary theories and dynamical properties in an interacting many body
system.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Information Theory (QIT) and the Theory of Quantum Many Body (QMB) sys-
tems are inextricably connected. On the one hand, QMB systems and their properties, such
as entanglement or topological order, play a crucial role in the design of quantum computers
and quantum simulators. On the other hand, the use of QIT tools and ideas have shed new
light on the structure, properties and mechanisms present in QMB systems.
An important part of these developments have come through the so called Tensor Networks
States (TNS), variational families of states which mimic the entanglement structure present
in ground states and thermal states of QMB systems. Indeed, as proven in a series of papers,
Projected Entangled Pair States (PEPS), a particularly relevant family of TNS, approximate
well ground and thermal states of local Hamiltonians [2–6]. Based on this, they have been
used to design better algorithms to simulate QMB systems (see e.g. [7] for a recent review on
this). A remarkable example in this direction is [8, 9], where a new algorithm to approximate
ground states of gapped spin chains is presented and shown competitive compared to DMRG,
while providing a guarantee of fast convergence.
Being arbitrarily close to any ground or thermal state of a QMB system, PEPS have been
used also as a new analytical tool, based on QIT techniques, to give a rigorous mathematical
treatment of some of the challenges posed by QMB systems. In this direction one can high-
light for instance the classification given in [10–13] of (symmetry-protected) phases in 1D
systems, or the microscopic explanation of topologically ordered systems of [14–18]. Since
a PEPS is always the ground state of an associated short range Hamiltonian (called the par-
ent Hamiltonian), this led for instance to the first local Hamiltonian having the Resonating
Valence Bond (RVB) State as unique ground state in the kagome lattice (up to topological
degeneracy) [19], a question that can be traced back to the seminal work of P. W. Anderson in
the 70s [20]. Recently, TNS started to play also a key role in providing a rigorous framework
to address some of the main open problems in high energy physics, such as those coming
from Maldacena’s AdS/CFT holographic correspondence [21–24].
A key insight in all these analytical developments is the existence of suitable connections
between the bulk of the system and its boundary in every TNS. Such bulk-boundary corre-
spondences have also played an important role in the study in QMB physics recently thanks
to the seminal paper of Li and Haldane [25], where they observed that the spectrum of the
reduced density matrix of a fractional quantum Hall ground state closely resembled a confor-
mal field theory at the boundary [25]. This observation led the authors to conjecture that the
entanglement spectrum contains information about the counting of edge states.
Following the path initiated by Li and Haldane, the bulk-boundary correspondence in PEPS
was made explicit in [26] via an isometry and the definition of the so called boundary Hamil-
tonian. This is an auxiliary 1D interaction whose thermal state (called boundary state) has
two key features: (1) its spectrum can be associated to the spectrum of the reduced density
matrix of the given PEPS in the bulk and (2) its (boundary) correlations can be associated to
the correlations present in the bulk.
Since thermal states of local, finite-range Hamiltonians have exponentially decaying cor-
relations (a result due to Araki in [1]), the following conjecture was stated in [26]:
Conjecture 1. The bulk parent Hamiltonian of the PEPS is gapped if and only if the bound-
ary Hamiltonian is short range.
This conjecture was verified numerically in [26] for Ising PEPS [27], one of the few models
for which the bulk spectral gap is analytically proved. More generally, Conjecture 1 has led
to new ways of numerically analyzing spectral gaps and quantum phase transitions in PEPS-
based algorithms by looking at the boundary (see e.g. [28–32]).
Conjecture 1 also opens a new line of thought in the problem of characterizing analyti-
cally when a given 2D (or higher dimensional) PEPS has a gapped parent Hamiltonians. This
3problem has seen virtually no progress since the original AKLT paper (see however [33, 34]),
even though it was stated as an important open problem in Ref. [35]. Its difficulty can be
easily guessed from the recent result that proving spectral gaps in 2D short range Hamiltoni-
ans is undecidable [36]. Despite this, the problem is undoubtedly important. Apart from the
potential solution of the long-standing spectral gap problem for the 2D AKLT Hamiltonian,
a sufficiently sharp condition for the existence of a spectral gap in PEPS Hamiltonians seems
crucial to attack two other central open problems in QMB systems.
The first one is a mathematically complete classification of gapped quantum phases in 2D,
at least for the cases which can be characterized well within the PEPS framework (ground-
states of gapped non-chiral Hamiltonians are believed to have an efficient description in terms
of PEPS, while the situation for gapped chiral models is less clear [37–40]). Let us recall that
two Hamiltonians are said to be in the same phase if they can be deformed into each other
without crossing a phase transition point (i.e. closing the gap). Recent work on Renormal-
ization Fixed Points (RFP) [17] allows to conclude then (up to subtle but important technical
details) that essentially only Levin-Wen string-net models [41] appear as 2D RFP. The main
remaining step is then to connect with a gapped path of (parent) Hamiltonians each PEPS
with one of the RFP models. Clearly this can only be done if one finds a suitable criterion to
guarantee the presence of such gap.
The second potential application of a sharp gap criterion is a mathematical proof of the
existence a gapped SU(2)-invariant topological spin liquid phase. Topological spin liquids
constitute a long-sought new quantum phase that can be traced back to the revolutionary work
of Anderson [20], and for which experimental evidence has been observed, even in naturally
occurring materials such as herbertsmithite, although in a gapless form [42]. They are char-
acterized by the absence of order even at zero temperature, and in the case of gapped spin
liquids they are expected to show topological order and quasi-particle excitations [43]. A long
standing conjecture regards the existence of a gapped spin liquid which does not break a local
SU(2) symmetry, for which the most promising candidate is the RVB state. The only remain-
ing step to prove is to show that the parent Hamiltonian for the RVB constructed in [19] is in
the same phase as the Toric Code. An interpolating path of parent Hamiltonians connecting
the Toric Code and the RVB is constructed in [19] and numerical evidence is provided that no
phase transition occur along the path. But the lack of a suitable gap characterization makes it
hard to prove analytically the existence of a gap throughout the path.
In this paper, we take a first important step in solving the PEPS gap problem following the
approach of Conjecture 1. We identify one condition on the boundary state of a 2D injective
PEPS, which we call approximate factorization, and show that this condition is sufficient to
prove a spectral gap in the bulk.
Main Result 1. If for any rectangular subregion of the lattice, the boundary state on the
virtual indices of an injective 2D PEPS is approximately factorizable then the gap of the bulk
parent Hamiltonian is bounded below by a constant, in the thermodynamic limit.
The result can be extended to topologically ordered systems described by MPO-injective
PEPS in a natural way. In this case, the boundary Hamiltonian is given by a sum of quasi-local
terms plus one global projector that commutes with all other terms, and specifies the topo-
logical sector, and the approximate factorization condition is required on the non-topological
part of the boundary state.
The proof strategy of Main Result 1 is based on the so-called martingale method: a general
strategy that relates the gap of a frustration free Hamiltonian to the approximate commutativ-
ity of overlapping projectors. The martingale method is inspired from the classical proofs for
showing rapid mixing of Glauber dynamics of Ising type models at finite temperature [44].
Nachtergaele first adapted this strategy for proving the gap of one dimensional VBS models
[33]. Here we use a slightly different version of the proof due to Bertini et al. [45] which
was generalized for frustration free Hamiltonians in [46] and for commuting quantum Gibbs
4samplers in [47]. Subsequently, the martingale condition was shown to be implied by the
gap [46, 47]. The basic idea underlying the proof is to show that when we double the sys-
tem size, the gap remains almost unchanged. Then one can grow the size indefinitely while
keeping the gap constant. In this paper, we will prove the version of the martingale condition
(Eqn. (10)) due to Bertini et al. (see Fig. 3) and refer back to Ref. [46] for the details of how
this condition implies a gap of the parent Hamiltonian in the thermodynamic limit.
In the setting of Glauber dynamics for classical spin systems, the martingale condition on
the ground state projectors can be rather easily shown to follow from decay of correlations
in the bulk Gibbs state because of the (Dobrushin-Lanford-Ruelle) DLR theory of boundary
conditions for classical Gibbs states [48, 49]. The DLR theory roughly states that the set of
reduced states of all global Gibbs states restricted to a region is equal to the set of all local
Gibbs states on that region with arbitrary boundary conditions. Since this set is convex, one
can further restrict attention to states with pure boundary conditions, which in the classical
setting are product states. Unfortunately, the DLR theory breaks down in the quantum setting
both for proving gaps of quantum Gibbs samplers and for proving gaps of frustration free
Hamiltonians [50]. Therefore the connection between bulk correlations and the martingale
condition is lost. In short, the dynamic vs. static equivalence that the martingale condition
provides in the classical setting is lost in the quantum setting. Main Result 1 shows that for
PEPS this equivalence can be partially recovered: for injective PEPS, proving the martingale
condition reduces to showing that the boundary states on the rectangular regions of Fig. 3 can
be decomposed in a special way that we call approximate factorization. Approximate factor-
ization of a state ρABC on a line ABC broken up such that B separates A from C, claims
that the state can be written as ρABC ≈ ΩABΣBC for operators ΩAB and ΣBC with support
on AB and BC respectively (Eqns. (13,14,15)). The actual condition of approximate fac-
torization in Def. 9 is more complicated, and involves several boundary states on rectangular
regions as in Fig. 4.
We then show that locality of the interactions in the boundary Hamiltonian is sufficient to
prove the approximate factorization condition.
Main Result 2. Gibbs (thermal) states of a one dimensional local finite-range Hamiltonian
are approximately factorizable.
The proof of Main Result 2 is based on a careful use and generalization of the techniques
developed by Araki in [1]. The limitation on faster than exponentially decaying interactions
arises from the generalization of these techniques, which we are only able to prove for this
case. By proving a generalization of Main Result 2 to the case of exponentially decaying
interactions, which are the ones suggested by the numerical evidence, one would obtain a
proof of one half of Conjecture 1, namely that a short range boundary Hamiltonian implies a
bulk gap. Whether Main Result 2 admits such generalization is one of the open questions left
in this paper. We will show how one can extend Main Result 2 to interactions decaying faster
than any exponential, if one assumes that Araki’s theorem holds in this case. In the following
we will call such interactions quasi-local. Improving this result to a plain exponential, if true,
seems a hard task since it is related with the believed but unproven fact that thermal states
of 1D short range Hamiltonians with exponentially decaying interactions have exponential
decay of correlations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the notation and overview the
basics of PEPS including the construction of the parent Hamiltonian. We also define bound-
ary states of PEPS for rectangular regions of the lattice, and we introduce the equivalence
between the martingale condition and the spectral gap of the parent Hamiltonian of the PEPS
[46]. In Sec. III we show that, for injective PEPS, the martingale condition can be reduced to
the approximate factorization property of the boundary states on rectangular regions. More-
over, we consider the case of a PEPS defined on a 1D chain, which are known as Matrix
5Product States (MPS). We show that the boundary states of injective MPS are always approx-
imately factorizing, providing an independent proof that the parent Hamiltonian of injective
MPS is gapped [51]. In Sec. IV, we show how our main theorem relating approximate factor-
ization to the martingale condition can be extended to MPO-injective PEPS in a natural way.
Sec. V is devoted to the Main Result 2, namely that for Gibbs states of a one dimensional
finite-range local Hamiltonian (not to be confused with the parent Hamiltonian of the PEPS)
the approximate factorization property holds. This section requires a number of tools and re-
sults on the analysis of Gibbs states of local Hamiltonians on a line [1]. In order to compare
states on different overlapping regions, we need to introduce the assumptions of locality and
homogeneity on the Hamiltonian. Finally, we show how an extension of Araki’s theorem to
the case of quasi-local interaction, which we conjecture holds but we do not provide a proof
of, can be straightforwardly used to generalize our results to this more general class of in-
teractions. In the conclusion, we discuss further problems and implications of our theorem,
as well as the relationship between exponential decay of correlations in the bulk and the fact
that the boundary states are quasi-local and quasi-homogeneous Gibbs states.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. PEPS basics
We will consider Λ to be a finite subset of an infinite graph (G,E), which can be isomet-
rically embedded in R2 (the standard examples being the square lattice Z2 or the honeycomb
lattice). At each u ∈ G we will associate a finite-dimensional Hilbert spaceHd of some fixed
dimension d. We will denote by HΛ =
⊗
u∈ΛHd the Hilbert space associated to Λ, and
B(HΛ) is the set of bounded operators on HΛ. If {|ji〉}di=1 is an orthonormal basis for the
Hilbert space at site j, any pure state inHΛ can be written as
|ψ〉 =
d∑
j1,··· ,jN=1
Rj1,··· ,jN |j1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |jN 〉 , (1)
where N = |Λ| and Rj1,··· ,jN is the vector of amplitudes of |ψ〉, which we can think of as a
tensor in (H∗d)⊗N .
Projected Entangled Pair States (PEPS) are a class of pure states for which it is possible to
find a special description of the tensor R. They are constructed by associating to each edge
e ∈ E a maximally entangled state |ωe〉 = D−1/2
∑D
j=1 |j, j〉, where D is called the bond
dimension, and to each vertex v ∈ G a linear map Tv : H⊗rD → Hd, where r is the degree of
the vertex v (the number of edges incident to v). The Hilbert space associated with the edges
is called the virtual space, whereas the one associated to vertices is called the physical space.
Tv can be considered as a map from the virtual space associated to the edges e connected to
v, onto the physical space at v:
Tv =
d∑
kv=1
D∑
j1,··· ,jr=1
T kvj1,··· ,jr |kv〉 〈j1, · · · , jr| . (2)
Then (T kvj1,··· ,jr ) is a tensor with one physical index and r virtual indices. On a square
lattice, as in Fig. 1, r = 4. If Λ has no outgoing edges, then we can define a state inHΛ via a
tensor contraction:
|PEPSΛ〉 =
⊗
v∈Λ
Tv
⊗
e∈EΛ
|ωe〉 . (3)
6FIG. 1: We consider a PEPS state on a square lattice. a) Section of the PEPS on region A ⊆ Λ,
b) Graphical representation of the tensors T kj1,j2,j3,j4 , c) representation of the operator VA on a one
dimensional lattice. The operator is to be read as mapping virtual indices (from the right) to physical
indices (to the left).
If instead there are edges connecting Λ with its complement in (G,V ), then we obtain a
state in HΛ for each choice of “boundary condition”, in the following sense: denote with
EΛ¯ the edges which are incident to Λ, with EΛ the edges with are contained in Λ, and with
∂Λ = EΛ¯ \EΛ the edges that connect Λ with its complement. LetH∂Λ =
⊗
e∈∂ΛHD (note
that while at each edge we associated |ωe〉 ∈ HD ⊗HD, we are only including one copy of
HD inH∂Λ). Then for each vector |X〉 ∈ H∂Λ we can define a state
|PEPSΛ,X〉 = 〈X|
⊗
v∈Λ
Tv
⊗
e∈EΛ¯
|ωe〉 . (4)
This defines a linear map from H∂Λ to HΛ, which we will denote with VΛ. It is a mapping
from the virtual indices at the boundary of Λ to the physical indices in the bulk of Λ (see
Fig. 1 for an illustration):
VΛ :H∂Λ → HΛ
|X〉 7→ |PEPSΛ,X〉 .
A PEPS is said to be injective on Λ [52] if VΛ is an injective map. As shown in Ref. [52], if a
PEPS is injective on disjoint regions A and B, it is also injective on A∪B, so we will simply
assume, up to coarse graining of the lattice, that VΛ is injective for every finite Λ.
Again following Ref. [52], for any injective PEPS, we can define a local Hamiltonian,
called the parent Hamiltonian, for which the PEPS is the unique groundstate. This is done
by considering, for each edge e = (a, b), the orthogonal projector he on the orthogonal
complement of ImV{a,b}. Then HΛ =
∑
(a,b)∈EΛ he is a local Hamiltonian, and clearly
HΛ |PEPSΛ,X〉 = 0. HΛ is frustration-free: i.e. he |PEPSΛ,X〉 = 0 for all e ∈ EΛ.
It will be very important for us to talk about sub-regions of the lattice A ⊆ Λ, and to
consider the associated local ground subspace GA = {|ϕ〉 ∈ HΛ |HA |φ〉 = 0} = ImVA,
for HA =
∑
e∈EA he. We will denote with PA the orthogonal projector on GA. Because
of frustration freeness, for any A ⊆ B ⊆ Λ, we have GΛ ⊆ GB ⊆ GA, and therefore
PAPB = PB = PBPA.
At times, we will need to refer to Hamiltonians both in the bulk (2D) and at the boundary
(1D). In order to avoid confusion, we will always denote one dimensional boundary Hamil-
tonians by the letters Q,R, S, T , while the parent Hamiltonian of the PEPS will always be
referred to as H .
7B. Boundary states of PEPS
FIG. 2: Setup of the boundary state in one and two dimensions. The arrows indicate the input and
output directions for the (unnormalized) boundary density matrix ρ∂A.
The main conceptual contribution of this paper is that ‘boundary states’ play a very impor-
tant role in the analysis of ground state projectors for PEPS. These will be (unnormalized)
positive operators acting on the virtual space associated with the edges connecting a region
A and its complement. They are obtained by contracting the physical indices inside A, and
leaving the virtual indices at the boundary open, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Definition 2. For a finite region A ⊆ Λ, the boundary state of A is
ρ∂A := V
†
AVA ∈ B(H∂A). (5)
Moreover, we define the following linear operator WA : H∂A → HA
WA = VAρ
−1/2
∂A , (6)
where the inverse is taken on the support of ρ∂A if it is not full rank.
Remark 3. Some properties of ρ∂A and WA follow immediately from the definition
1. ρ∂A is positive semi-definite;
2. ker ρ∂A = kerVA, and in particular ρ∂A > 0 if the PEPS is injective;
3. WAW
†
A = VAρ
−1
∂AV
†
A = PA;
4. W †AWA = 1(kerVA)⊥ , and therefore WA is a unitary from (kerVA)
⊥ to ImVA, and a
partial isometry fromH∂A toHA (an isometry if the PEPS is injective).
The only point which might not be immediately clear from the definition is the fact that
PA = WAW
†
A: this can be shown by observing that WAW
†
A is a projector, which commutes
with PA since PAVA = VA, and has exactly the same image space as VA (and thus PA).
Remark 4. The entanglement spectrum is the spectrum of the reduced density matrix of a
pure state [25]. In the case where Λ has no outgoing edges, the entanglement spectrum is
related to the boundary state in the following way: call Ac = Λ \A and note that
trAc [|PEPSΛ〉 〈PEPSΛ|] = VAρ∂AcV †A
= WAρ
1/2
∂A ρ∂Acρ
1/2
∂AW
†
A. (7)
8WA is an isometry, so the spectrum of the reduced state on A is equal to the spectrum
of ρ1/2∂A ρ∂Acρ
1/2
∂A . Here, ρ∂A and ρ∂Ac are different states that live on the same boundary
∂A = ∂Ac. ρ∂A is constructed by contracting all of the physical indices in A, while ρ∂A is
constructed by contracting the physical indices outside of A. In certain, very special setups,
these two states end up being equal, and so the entanglement spectrum, is equal to the spec-
trum of ρ2∂A. This is the case in Ref. [26], where the system has periodic boundary conditions,
and it is split exactly in two.
C. The martingale condition and the spectral gap
The main result of the paper is to show that under certain conditions, the parent Hamil-
tonian of a PEPS is gapped. In order to show this, we will invoke an equivalence theorem
between the approximate commutativity of ground state projectors and the spectral gap of a
frustration free Hamiltonian [33, 46]. This equivalence has adopted the name ‘the martingale
method’ although its connection to martingales in probability theory is tenuous at best. We
start by defining the spectral gap of a Hamiltonian H .
Definition 5. Let {HΛ : HΛ ∈ B(HΛ)}Λ be a collection of Hamiltonians indexed by some
set of regions Λ ⊂ G. The spectral gap of HΛ, which we will denote by λ(Λ), is defined
as the difference between the two smallest distinct eigenvalues of HΛ. We say that that the
family {HΛ}Λ is gapped if
inf
Λ
λ(Λ) > 0. (8)
It is clear that the condition of being gapped is non trivial only in the case of an infinite
family of Hamiltonians, and in particular we are interested in showing that λ(Λ) is lower
bounded by a constant independent of the volume |Λ| as Λ tends to G. We will only consider
families of Hamiltonians which are local (i.e. which can be constructed as sum of local in-
teractions) and frustration-free (i.e. for which groundstates are the eigenvalues with minimal
energy of all the local interaction terms).
Definition 6. Fix r ∈ N. A Hamiltonian HΛ is said to be r-local if it can be decomposed as
HΛ =
∑
Z⊂Λ
hΛZ , (9)
where each hΛZ ∈ B(HZ) is Hermitian, and moreover hΛZ = 0 if diamZ > r. The value r
will be called the range and J = supZ ‖hZ‖ the strength of HΛ. Moreover, a family {HΛ}Λ
of Hamiltonians will be said to be local if there is a choice of r and J such that HΛ is r-local
with strength less than J , uniformly in Λ.
In a slight abuse of language, we will say that a (single) Hamiltonian HΛ is local (without
specifying the range) if it belongs to a local family of Hamiltonians. We will also restrict to
Hamiltonians where interactions terms are given as projectors, and which are frustration free.
Assuming that the interactions are projections is not restrictive for finite range Hamiltonians,
as long as each of the local terms hΛZ can be lower bounded by the projector on its range, up
to a constant independent of Λ and Z, since this will not change the low-energy properties of
the Hamiltonian.
Definition 7 (Frustration free). LetHΛ =
∑
Z h
Λ
Z be a r-local Hamiltonian, and let PΛ be the
projector on its groundstate space. We say that HΛ is frustration-free if hΛZ is an orthogonal
projector and hΛZPΛ = 0 for all Z.
9In the case of frustration free Hamiltonians, the spectral gap is simply the smallest non-zero
eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian.
We can now state the theorem relating ground state projectors to the spectral gap of HΛ.
FIG. 3: Setup for the martingale condition in Theorem 8.
Theorem 8 ([46]). Let {HΛ}Λ be a family of local, frustration-free Hamiltonians defined
on square regions Λ ⊂ G (in 2D) whose local terms are orthogonal projections. If there
exist positive constants c and α and β ∈ (0, 1), and if for every three adjacent rectangles
A,B,C ⊂ Λ as depicted in Fig. 3, such that the width of B separating A and C is `B ≥
(L∗)β where L∗ = max{`V , `A, `C}, the following holds
‖PABPBC − PABC‖ ≤ c`−αB , (10)
then λ(Λ) is bounded from below by a constant independent of |Λ|. Conversely, if {HΛ}Λ is
gapped, then for every Λ = ABC
‖PABPBC − PABC‖ ≤ ce−`B/ξ, (11)
for some constants c, ξ.
See Ref. [46] for a detailed proof and discussion of the theorem in any dimension.
Eqn. (10) is referred to as the martingale condition. The norm on the r.h.s. of the equa-
tion can be understood as a strong measure of correlations in the groundstate. One way of
seeing this is to observing that the expression is not small if there is a completely delocalized
excitation: a state not in the groundstate of ABC, but which cannot be recognized as such
by looking at regions AB and BC alone (so that the excitation is “hidden” and can only
be measured if we have access to A and C at the same time). Theorem 8 then states that
if this particular measure of correlations is decaying sufficiently fast in the overlap between
regions, then the system is gapped and the decay is actually exponential. The usefulness of
this characterization is due to the fact that, in the case of PEPS, a complete description of the
groundstate subspace is available.
In the remainder of the paper, we will focus on proving that local boundary states im-
ply the martingale condition, which will immediately imply that the parent Hamiltonian is
gapped. An immediate corollary of Theorem 8 is that Eqn. (10) implies exponential decay of
correlation in the ground state |ΨΛ〉 of HΛ if the ground state is unique:
| 〈ΨΛ| f†g |ΨΛ〉 − 〈ΨΛ| f† |ΨΛ〉 〈ΨΛ| g |ΨΛ〉 | ≤
√
〈ΨΛ| f†f |ΨΛ〉 〈ΨΛ| g†g |ΨΛ〉 γd(f,g),
(12)
where d(f, g) is the lattice distance between the supports of operators f, g and γ ∈ (0, 1) is
some constant [53].
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III. THE GAP THEOREM FOR INJECTIVE PEPS
A. Approximate factorization of the boundary states
In this section, we will give sufficient conditions on the boundary states such that the
martingale condition (Eqn. (10)) holds for any regions ABC as in Fig. 3.
FIG. 4: Regions on the boundaries are labeled with lower case roman letters. Both a, d and c, d overlap
on a region of length `, which is also a lower bound for the size of region z. All possible boundaries of
A,B,C can now be reconstructed in terms of a, b, c, d, z, e.g. ∂AB = a ∪ z ∪ c ≡ azc.
We consider a specific set of rectangles ABC and assume that the width of B is at least
3` for some reference length scale `. In Fig. 4, we label regions of the boundaries with
lower case roman letters. It is understood that a, d overlap on a region of length at least `,
and the same holds true for c, d, while they are all disjoint from region z. The boundaries
of regions A,B,C can now be reconstructed in terms of a, b, c, d, z. For instance, ∂AB =
a ∪ z ∪ c ≡ azc. Given the notation introduced above, we consider four invertible matrices
∆az,∆zb,Ωdz,Ωzc, and define a set of operators
σ∂ABC := ∆zb∆az, σ∂B := ΩzcΩdz,
σ∂AB := Ωzc∆az, σ∂BC := ∆zbΩdz. (13)
The operators σ are understood as approximate (unnormalized) boundary states that can be
factorized into two overlapping (possibly non-Hermitian) operators, in much the same way
as Gibbs states of commuting local Hamiltonians 1. All operators involved are invertible. It
is important to note that by construction σ∂BCσ−1∂Bσ∂AB = σ∂ABC , and σ
−1
∂ABσ∂Bσ
−1
∂BC =
σ−1∂ABC . The support of each operator is indicated by their subscript according to the labels
in Fig. 4.
Definition 9. Let regions ABC be as in Fig. 3, and let ρ∂AB , ρ∂B , ρ∂BC , ρ∂ABC be the
boundary states of regions AB, B, BC and ABC respectively. We say that the boundary
states are -approximately factorizable with respect to regions ABC, if there exist states
{σ∂AB , σ∂B , σ∂BC , σ∂ABC} with decomposition as in (13) such that the following condi-
1 Note that in the case of isometric PEPS [54], in which the parent Hamiltonian is made of commuting terms, the
boundary states are indeed Gibbs states of commuting interactions and have exactly the form (13). As expected,
in this case  = 0 in Theorem 10.
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tions hold: ∥∥∥ρ1/2∂R σ−1∂Rρ1/2∂R − 1∥∥∥ ≤  for R ∈ {ABC,AB,BC}; (14)∥∥∥ρ−1/2∂B σ∂Bρ−1/2∂B − 1∥∥∥ ≤ . (15)
We can now state the first main result of the paper:
Theorem 10. If the boundary states of regions ABC are -approximately factorizable for
some  ≤ 1, then ‖PABPBC − PABC‖ ≤ 8.
By Theorem 8, we get that if for any sufficiently large regionsABC, whereB has diameter
`, the boundary states are (`)-approximately factorizable, for a sufficiently fast decaying
(`), then the parent Hamiltonian of the PEPS is gapped.
In order to prove Theorem 10, we first start by showing that the measure of distance be-
tween ρ∂X and σ∂X (for X being AB, BC, or ABC) is the “correct” one for the application
we need.
Lemma 11. For a region X ⊂ Λ, let ρ∂X be the boundary state and σ∂X another invertible
operator onH∂X . Let P˜X = VXσ−1∂XV †X . Then∥∥∥P˜X∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥ρ1/2∂Xσ−1∂Xρ1/2∂X∥∥∥, (16)∥∥∥PX − P˜X∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥ρ1/2∂Xσ−1∂Xρ1/2∂X − 1∥∥∥. (17)
Proof. We first recall that PX = VXρ−1∂XV
†
X = WXW
†
X . Therefore, we can rewrite P˜X as
follows:
P˜X = VXσ
−1
∂XV
†
X = VXρ
−1/2
X
(
ρ
1/2
X σ
−1
X ρ
1/2
X
)
ρ
−1/2
X V
†
X = WX
(
ρ
1/2
X σ
−1
X ρ
1/2
X
)
W †X .
Then Eq. (16) follow immediately from the fact that WX is an isometry, and similarly does
Eq. (17): ∥∥∥PX − P˜X∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥WX (1− ρ1/2X σ−1X ρ1/2X )W †X∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥1− ρ1/2X σ−1X ρ1/2X ∥∥∥.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 10.
Proof of Theorem 10. A sketch of the proof is provided in Fig. 5 for one dimensional systems,
but provides the necessary intuition to follow the steps below. We start by setting some
notation: given the regions A and B, we denote by VˆA→B a modified version of VA, where
we have transposed from inputs to outputs the sites corresponding to the boundary shared
between A and B. VˆA→B then is a linear map fromH∂A\∂B toHA ⊗H∂A∩∂B , and we can
write VABC = VBC VˆA→B and VAB = VBVˆA→B . We will do the same to define VˆC→B .
Using such notation, we see that
P˜ABP˜BC = VABσ
−1
∂ABVˆ
†
A→BV
†
BVBVˆC→Bσ
−1
∂BCV
†
BC = VABσ
−1
∂ABVˆ
†
A→Bρ∂BVˆC→Bσ
−1
∂BCV
†
BC ,
while using (13) we have that:
P˜ABC = VABCσ
−1
∂ABCV
†
ABC
= VABVˆC→B∆−1az ∆
−1
zb Vˆ
†
A→BV
†
BC
= VAB∆
−1
az Vˆ
†
A→BVˆ
†
C→B∆
−1
zb V
†
BC
= VAB∆
−1
az Ω
−1
zc Vˆ
†
A→BΩzcΩdzVˆ
†
C→BΩ
−1
dz ∆
−1
zb V
†
BC
= VABσ
−1
∂ABVˆ
†
A→Bσ∂BVˆC→Bσ
−1
∂BCV
†
BC .
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FIG. 5: Sketch of the proof in 1D. In the first step we simply write out the product of PABPBC
in terms of the operators V and the boundary states ρ. Then, using Eqn. (15), we approximate the
boundary states of AB and BC by factorized operators (Ω,∆), giving us P˜ABP˜BC . In the next step
we approximate the boundary state of B by the factorized from Eqn. (14). Then the two ends of the
respective boundaries cancel out, and we are left with P˜ABC . In the final step we approximate the
factorized boundary state on ABC with the real boundary state using Eqn. (14) again.
We can therefore bound their difference as follows∥∥∥P˜ABP˜BC − P˜ABC∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥VABσ−1∂ABVˆ †A→B (ρ∂B − σ∂B) VˆC→Bσ−1∂BCV †BC∥∥∥
=
∥∥∥VABσ−1∂ABVˆ †A→Bρ1/2∂B (1− ρ−1/2∂B σ∂Bρ−1/2∂B ) ρ1/2∂B VˆC→Bσ−1∂BC∥∥∥
≤
∥∥∥VABσ−1∂ABVˆ †A→Bρ1/2∂B ∥∥∥∥∥∥VBCσ−1∂BC Vˆ †C→Bρ1/2∂B ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥1− ρ−1/2∂B σ∂Bρ−1/2∂B ∥∥∥.
In order to bound the first two terms in the r.h.s. of the last equation, we observe that
(
VABσ
−1
∂ABVˆ
†
A→Bρ
1/2
∂B
)(
VABσ
−1
∂ABVˆ
†
A→Bρ
1/2
∂B
)†
= VABσ
−1
∂ABVˆ
†
A→Bρ∂BVˆA→Bσ
−1
∂ABV
†
AB = P˜
2
AB ,
which implies that ∥∥∥VABσ−1∂ABVˆ †A→Bρ1/2∂B ∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥P˜ 2AB∥∥∥1/2 ≤ ∥∥∥P˜AB∥∥∥.
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Since the same holds for the terms on BC, we have proven that∥∥∥P˜ABP˜BC − P˜ABC∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥P˜AB∥∥∥∥∥∥P˜BC∥∥∥∥∥∥1− ρ−1/2∂B σ∂Bρ−1/2∂B ∥∥∥. (18)
We can now apply Lemma 11 and Eqs. (14) and (15), to get∥∥∥P˜ABP˜BC − P˜ABC∥∥∥ ≤ (1 + )2,
since
∥∥∥P˜AB∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥P˜AB − PAB∥∥∥+ ‖PAB‖ ≤ + 1.
To conclude the proof, we just have to resort one last time to Lemma 11, as we have that:
‖PABPBC − PABC‖ ≤
∥∥∥P˜ABP˜BC − P˜ABC∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥P˜AB∥∥∥ ∥∥∥PBC − P˜BC∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥PAB − P˜AB∥∥∥ ‖PBC‖+ ∥∥∥P˜ABC − PABC∥∥∥ (19)
≤ (1 + )2+ (1 + )+ 2 ≤ 8.
B. Matrix Product States
As is often the case, in one dimension the situation becomes particularly simple since the
boundary is zero dimensional and has two spatially separated ends. We will show that the
boundary state of an injective MPS is approximately factorizable when the region is long
enough. Consider a translationally invariant MPS on a chain of length N :
|MPS〉 =
d∑
j1,··· ,jN=1
tr{Tj1 · · ·TjN } |j1, · · · , jN 〉 ,
where {Tj}dj=1 is a collection of d matrices of size D ×D.
Many of the properties of an MPS can be succinctly described by the transfer operator
E(f) =
∑
j TjfT
†
j , which maps virtual bonds to virtual bonds by contracting one single
physical bond (see Fig. 6). The boundary state ρ∂A of a region A of length m is the Choi
matrix of the m-th power of E:
ρ∂A = Em ⊗ id(|Ω〉〈Ω|), |Ω〉 =
D∑
i=1
|i, i〉 . (20)
Note that by construction E is a completely positive map, so its Choi matrix is a positive
operator.
If we replace the matrices Tj with matrices ZTjZ−1, for some invertible matrix Z, it is
easy to see that the state |MPS〉 is left invariant [54] (although the boundary state ρ∂A will
not: it will be mapped to (Z ⊗ Z−1)†ρ∂A(Z ⊗ Z−1)). This operation is usually referred to
as “choosing the gauge” of the MPS representation. It is a well known fact that, in the case of
injective MPS, there is a choice of gauge that makes the transfer operator a trace-preserving
map [54]. This allows us to prove the following property of the boundary states of an injective
MPS.
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FIG. 6: In one dimension, the boundary state can be reinterpreted as a power of the transfer operator
when we flip the indices from reading up-down to left-right.
Lemma 12. Given an injective MPS, there is a representation with the following property:
there exist a full rank state σ ∈ B(Cd), a positive constant c and a γ ∈ (0, 1) such that, for
every chain A of length m it holds that
‖ρ∂A − σ ⊗ 1‖1 ≤ cγm, (21)
where ρ∂A is the boundary state on A.
Proof. The MPS is injective on a chain of length m if and only if the set
{Tj1 · · ·Tjm | j1, . . . , jm = 1 . . . d} spans the full matrix algebra B(CD): but since that is
exactly the set of Kraus operator of Em, it implies that E is primitive (a primitive linear
map is an irreducible positive map with trivial peripheral spectrum) [55]. The adjoint map
E∗(g) =
∑
j T
†
j gTj will share the same property, so that we can find a positive-definite op-
erator y such that E∗(y) = λy where λ > 0 is the largest eigenvalue of E, which is also
simple. We can then change the matrices in the MPS representation, replacing each Tj with
1
λy
1/2Tjy
−1/2, without changing the state |MPS〉 (apart from its normalization). With this
choice of gauge, the transfer operator is trace preserving, since E∗(1) = 1. Moreover, the
sequence of linear maps Em will converge, as m goes to infinity, to another completely posi-
tive, trace preserving map E∞, which is of the form E∞(f) = tr{f}σ, for some fixed σ > 0.
The Choi matrix of E∞ is given by
τE∞ = lim
m→∞E
m ⊗ id(|Ω〉 〈Ω|)
=
∑
jk
lim
m→∞E
m(|j〉 〈k|)⊗ |j〉 〈k|
=
∑
j
σ ⊗ |j〉 〈j| = σ ⊗ 1.
Since the dimension D is fixed, by the Jordan decomposition there exists some γ ∈ (0, 1)
and some constant c > 0 such that
‖Em − E∞‖1→1,cb ≤ cγm,
where ‖·‖1→1,cb is the completely bounded 1 → 1 norm, also known as the diamond
norm. Furthermore, the difference between the Choi matrix of two channels is bounded
by their difference in diamond norm ‖τT − τS‖1 ≤ ‖T − S‖1→1,cb. This is obvious since
‖T − S‖1→1,cb = supρ ‖T ⊗ id(ρ)− S ⊗ id(ρ)‖1. By this argument, we get that for this
specific choice of gauge, if A is a chain of length m, it holds that
‖ρ∂A − σ ⊗ 1‖1 ≤ cγm.
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Since we are working in finite dimension (every ρ∂A lives in the same space B(CD) inde-
pendently of m), the fact that ρ∂A converges in the trace norm to a product state is sufficient
to prove that is approximately factorizable in the sense of equations (14) and (15). To show
this, we first need the following lemma.
Lemma 13. If X,Y are positive operators, and Y is invertible, it holds that:∥∥∥X1/2Y −1X1/2 − 1∥∥∥ ≤ Y −1min‖X − Y ‖, (22)
where Ymin is the smallest eigenvalue of Y .
Proof. First of all, we rewrite X1/2Y −1X1/2 − 1 as X1/2(Y −1 − X−1)X1/2, where the
inverse of X is taken on its support. X1/2(Y −1 −X−1)X1/2 is a normal operator with the
same spectrum as (Y −1 −X−1)X . Since the spectral radius of an operator is a lower bound
to its operator norm, and for normal operators equality holds, we have that:∥∥∥X1/2(Y −1 −X−1)X1/2∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥(Y −1 −X−1)X∥∥.
(See also [56, Proposition IX.1.1]). We can now rewrite (Y −1 −X−1)X as Y −1(X − Y ),
so that we obtain∥∥∥X1/2Y −1X1/2 − 1∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥Y −1(X − Y )∥∥ ≤ Y −1min‖X − Y ‖.
To conclude that ρ∂A is approximately factorizable, we can then apply Lemma 13 to ρ∂A
and σ ⊗ 1, and we obtain that∥∥∥ρ1/2∂A (σ−1 ⊗ 1)ρ1/2∂A − 1∥∥∥ ≤ σ−1min‖ρ∂A − σ ⊗ 1‖1 ≤ cσ−1minγm,
since we can upper bound the operator norm with the trace norm. Therefore, it will decay
exponentially in the length of A. We can more easily bound
∥∥∥ρ−1/2∂A (σ1/2 ⊗ 1)ρ−1/2∂A − 1∥∥∥
by r−1∂A‖ρ∂A − σ‖1, where r∂A is the minimal eigenvalue of ρ∂A. We can then observe that
r∂A is lower bounded by σmin − ‖ρ∂A − σ‖. Therefore, if m is sufficiently large, we can
assume that r∂A is larger than σmin/2, so that we also have∥∥∥ρ−1/2∂A (σ1/2 ⊗ 1)ρ−1/2∂A − 1∥∥∥ ≤ c′σ−1minγm,
for some positive constant c′.
IV. THE GAP THEOREM FOR NON-INJECTIVE PEPS
All of the results so far have been obtained for injective PEPS. Injectivity is essential in
guaranteeing that the boundary state ρ∂X is full rank and hence invertible. In the MPS setting,
we also saw that injectivity is sufficient to show approximate factorization. However, injective
PEPS exclude any description of topologically ordered phases. In this section we consider
extensions of injectivity (G-injectivity and MPO-injectivity) that allow for the description of
most known topological phases of gapped spin systems. We show that with a slight modifi-
cation of definitions, we can extend Theorem 10 to the setting of MPO-injectivity.
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A. MPO-injectivity
Injective PEPS can be seen as perturbations of trivial short-range entangled states (prod-
ucts of nearest-neighbor maximally entangled states) via Eqn. (3). In the same way, more
complicated states, such as the toric code or other topologically-ordered states, can be taken
as base states to be perturbed, giving rise to different classes of PEPS.
A first construction is to take as base state |Base〉 the so called G-isometric PEPS [14],
for a given finite group G. They correspond to Kitaev’s quantum double models D(G). In
particular for the group G = Z2, |Base〉 is just the toric code. G-isometric PEPS are defined
by fixing the bond and physical dimensions respectively to D = |G|, d = D⊗4 and by
choosing as PEPS tensor Tv = 1|G|
∑
g∈G L
⊗4
g in Eqn. (3), with Lg being the left regular
representation of G.
It was shown in [17] that the parent Hamiltonian of aG-isometric PEPS is commuting, and
that the boundary state ρ∂A of the PEPS in a region A ⊂ Λ, as defined previously in the text
(Figure 2), is exactly the projector J∂A := 1|G|
∑
g∈G L
⊗|∂A|
g . Note that J∂A can be written
as a translational invariant Matrix Product Operator (MPO) with bond dimension |G|:
JN sites =
1
|G|
∑
g1,...gN∈G
tr(Bg1 · · ·BgN )Lg1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ LgN .
For that, it is enough to take Bg = |g〉〈g|.
Perturbed PEPS of the form
⊗
v∈Λ Yv |BaseΛ〉, with Yv invertible, where |BaseΛ〉 is a G-
isometric PEPS are calledG-injective. The construction ofG-injective PEPS was generalized
first by Buerschaper in [15] and later by Sahinoglu et al in [16] considering as initial base state
all Levin-Wen string-net states [41], which are believed to cover all possible 2D non-chiral
topological phases. The starting point of the construction by Sahinoglu et al in [16] (see [18])
is a translational invariant MPO JN which is a projector for all system size N . As shown in
[16, 18], by invoking the fundamental theorem of Matrix Product Vectors [17], this induces
an algebra of MPO which in turn gives rise to a fusion category. The state |BaseΛ〉 is defined
in the same way as for the G-injective case: Tv is given by the MPO-projector acting on four
sites J4. The resulting state
⊗
v∈Λ Yv |BaseΛ〉 is called an MPO-injective PEPS.
B. Approximate factorization for MPO-injective PEPS
Some simple properties of MPO-injective PEPS will be sufficient to extend the results of
Theorem 10.
Definition 14. Given a non-injective PEPS, for each regionA ⊂ Λ denote by J∂A ∈ B(H∂A)
the projector on the complement of the kernel of ρ∂A.
Note that the kernel of ρ∂A coincides with the kernel of VA (see Remark 3), so that we
trivially have VA = VAJ∂A. We need a compatibility condition between the J∂A acting on
overlapping regions. We will use the modified map VˆA→B defined in the proof of Theorem
10.
Definition 15 (Pulling-through condition). A PEPS satisfies the pulling-through condition
[16] if for every pair of contiguous regions A and B, it holds that
J∂BVˆA→B = VˆA→BJ∂AB (23)
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FIG. 7: Setup for pulling through condition. The MPO projector J∂B is indicated in red, and acts on
the boundary of AB from the right (bottom in figure), and acts on the boundary of B from the left (top
in the figure).
As in Theorem 10, it is understood that the virtual indices of VˆA→B that touchB are output
variables rather than input variables as in VA (see Fig. 7).
We will now show that the proof of Theorem 10 can be adapted to the case of MPO-
injective PEPS if we restrict all the operators living on the boundary to have support on the
range of the projectors J∂A.
Definition 16. Let ABC be regions as in Fig. 3 and ρ∂AB , ρ∂BC , ρ∂B and ρ∂ABC the
boundary states of regionsAB,BC,B andABC respectively. We will say that the boundary
states are -approximately factorizable with respect to regions ABC, if there exist invertible
operators ∆zb, ∆az , Ωzc, Ωdz with support given by Fig. 4, defining operators σ∂ABC , σ∂B ,
σ∂AB and σ∂BC as in (13), and the following holds:
[J∂R, σ∂R] = 0; (24)∥∥∥ρ1/2∂R σ−1∂Rρ1/2∂R − J∂R∥∥∥ ≤  for R ∈ {ABC,AB,BC}; (25)∥∥∥ρ−1/2∂B J∂Bσ∂BJ∂Bρ−1/2∂B − J∂B∥∥∥ ≤ . (26)
The reason for the change in Eqn. (25) compared to Eqns. (14) and (15) is clear given the
following extension of Lemma 11:
Lemma 17. For a region X ⊂ Λ, let ρ∂X be the boundary state and σ∂X another operator
invertible on J∂XH∂XJ∂X . Let P˜X = VXσ−1∂XV †X . Then∥∥∥P˜X∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥ρ1/2∂Xσ−1∂Xρ1/2∂X∥∥∥, (27)∥∥∥P˜X − PX∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥ρ1/2∂Xσ−1∂Xρ1/2∂X − J∂X∥∥∥. (28)
Since the proof is identical to that of Lemma 11, with the only difference that now WX is
a partial isometry and WXW
†
X = J∂X , so we will omit it. By using this last lemma instead
of Lemma 11 in the proof of Theorem 10, the proof carries through almost identically: the
pulling-through condition guarantees that the projections J∂X can be moved through the
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equation as needed. In particular, we have that
P˜ABC = VABCσ
−1
∂ABCV
†
ABC
= VABVˆC→BJ∂ABC∆−1az ∆
−1
zb J∂ABC Vˆ
†
A→BV
†
BC
= VABJ∂AB∆
−1
az Vˆ
†
A→BVˆC→B∆
−1
zb J∂BCV
†
BC
= VABJ∂AB∆
−1
az Ω
−1
zc Vˆ
†
A→BΩzcΩdzVˆC→BΩ
−1
dz ∆zb
−1J∂BCV
†
BC
= VABJ∂ABσ
−1
∂ABVˆ
†
A→Bσ∂BVˆC→Bσ
−1
∂BCJ∂BCV
†
BC
= VABσ
−1
∂ABVˆ
†
A→BJ∂Bσ∂BJ∂BVˆC→Bσ
−1
∂BCV
†
BC . (29)
The rest of the proof is identical to the non-topological case.
V. APPROXIMATE FACTORIZATION OF 1D THERMAL STATES
In this section, we consider a class of physically motivated states for which we can show
that they are approximately factorizable, by explicitly constructing operators {∆,Ω} satisfy-
ing Eqns. (14, 15).
A. Local and quasi-local Hamiltonians
We define the following properties for families of operators f∂A defined for every rectan-
gular subset A of the lattice, and acting on the boundary Hilbert spaceH∂A.
Definition 18. Let {f∂A}A be a family of operators such that f∂A ∈ B(H∂A), where the
index A runs over all rectangles A ⊂ G. For each A, we decompose f∂A as follows:
f∂A =
∑
Z⊂∂A
f∂AZ ,
where each f∂AZ is supported on Z (such decomposition is always trivially possible). More-
over, if every f∂A is Hermitian, we require every f∂AZ to be Hermitian as well. We will then
say that:
locality: the family {f∂A}A is local, if there exist an integer k∗ and a constant J > 0 such
that
sup
∂A
sup
Z
∥∥f∂AZ ∥∥ ≤ J,
and moreover fZ = 0 if the diameter of Z is larger than k∗. The value k∗ will denote
the range of f∂A, while J will be the strength of f∂A. We will also say that f∂A is
k∗-local.
quasi-locality: the family {f∂A}A is quasi-local, if
∀x ≥ 1, sup
A
sup
u∈∂A
∑
Z3u
xdiamZ
∥∥f∂AZ ∥∥ <∞. (30)
The definition of quasi-locality implies that, for each ∂A, the norm
∥∥∥f∂AZ ∥∥∥ decays in the
diameter of Z faster than any exponential. This is quite a stronger requirement than what
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is usually made. In the setting of local Hamiltonians, one usually considers the case of
exponential or faster than polynomial decaying interactions, while the quasi-local algebra
for quantum spin systems in the thermodynamic limit usually contains any norm-convergent
sequence of local operators [57]. The motivation for our choice of a stronger notion will be
clear in the next section.
FIG. 8: Setup for the homogeneity assumption.
The next assumption relates the local terms of different (overlapping) regions: we require
that different regions have approximately the same local terms over the segments where they
overlap.
Definition 19 (δ-homogeneity). Let {f∂A}A be a family of quasi-local operators. We say
that the family is δ-homogeneous if for every pair of rectangles A and B arranged as in Fig. 8
and for every Z ⊂ ∂A \ ∂B,∥∥f∂AZ − f∂ABZ ∥∥ ≤ δAB(dist(Z, ∂B)), (31)
for some family {δA(r)}A of decaying functions. If there exists a constant r∗ for which
δA(r) = 0 for every r > r∗ and every A, we say that the family {f∂A}A is strictly homoge-
neous.
It is quite clear that strict homogeneity only makes sense in the case of strict locality.
In the following result, we will consider regions ABC ⊆ Λ as in Fig. 3, and we will
furthermore subdivide region z of ∂B into two parts, which we denote x and y, as in Fig. 9.
We will assume that B is 4` thick, for some ` > 0, that moreover both region x and y are `
long.
FIG. 9: We further decompose region z into x and y as compared with Fig. 4.
Theorem 20. Let us consider a family {Q∂A}A⊂G of local Hermitian operators with range
r and strength J , which is δ-homogeneous, and let ρ∂A = exp(2Q∂A) the corresponding
thermal state for each A ⊂ G (where the factor of 2 is added for convenience). Then there
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exists an `0 such that for a rectangular region Λ satisfying the conditions described in Fig. 3
with ` ≥ `0, ρ∂Λ is (`)-approximately factorizable (equations (14) and (15)), where
(`) = η
c(r, J) max
χ`(2J),∑
l≥`
δΛ(l)

, (32)
where η(t) = et − 1, c(r, J) depends only on the range r and the strength J , and χ`(2J)
decays faster than any exponential in `.
B. Analysis of 1D Gibbs states
As a preliminary to the proof of Theorem 20, we will first recall some results about 1D
local Hamiltonians, and some useful theory on expansionals. A very important set of tools
in our analysis of thermal states has been developed by H. Araki [1] nearly a half a century
ago, with the purpose of proving the absence of phase transitions at finite temperatures for
1D local Hamiltonians. On the way to proving that result, he also showed that the evolution
associated to 1D local Hamiltonians is entire analytic, and that local observables preserve
their locality, up to small errors, under imaginary time evolution.
Here we state the results of Araki in a language that suits us, and refer back to the original
paper for the proofs. We will make use of the following notation, for every pair of operators
A and B:
ΓtB(A) = e
tBAe−tB . (33)
Note that if [A,B] = 0 then ΓtB(A) = A.
Consider the one dimensional local Hamiltonian QΣ =
∑
Z⊂Σ qZ , where Σ ⊂ Z is a
finite interval containing the origin, and the Hamiltonian terms qZ are zero if the radius of Z
is greater than r. For every integer ` let Q[−`;`] =
∑
Z⊂[−`;`] qZ be the restriction to region
[−`; `] ⊂ Σ; i.e. all local Hamiltonian terms that are strictly inside of [−`; `]. We will use the
shorthand notation ΓtΣ for Γ
t
QΣ
and Γt` for Γ
t
Q[−`,`] for the rest of this section.
We can now state Arakis’ theorem:
Theorem 21 (Araki [1]). Let QΣ =
∑
Z⊆Σ qZ be a local Hamiltonian on Σ with interaction
length r and strength J , and let f be an observable with support on [−n;n]. Then∥∥ΓtΣ(f)− Γt`(f)∥∥ ≤ χ`(τ)Fn(τ)‖f‖ (34)∥∥ΓtΣ(f)∥∥ ≤ Fn(τ)‖f‖, (35)
where τ = 2tJ and the functions χ` and Fn can be bounded as
Fn(x) ≤ e(n−r+1)x+2 log(r)exr , and χ`(x) ≤ [2 log(r)e
rx]
b`/rc+1
(b`/rc+ 1)! . (36)
The bounds in Eqn. (36) only strictly holds for x > c for some constant c of order one. For
very small t, the bound on Fn(x) and χ`(x) take on a slightly different functional form, that
is mostly irrelevant for us now. The important thing to notice is that for any fixed n and x,
Fn(x) is bounded, and χ`(x) is decaying faster than any exponential in `, both uniformly in
the size of Σ.
Araki’s Theorem tells us that the imaginary time evolution of a local observable on a 1D
line gets mapped to a quasi-local observable with the same center for every time t, which can
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be well approximated by evolution generated by restricted Hamiltonians. Although for real
time evolution, this statement holds in lattices of any dimension, and is more widely known
as a Lieb-Robison bound [58], it breaks down in 2 and higher dimensions for imaginary
time. In fact, Araki’s Theorem shows that it is possible to extend the time evolution f →
eitQΣfe−itQΣ in the limit where Σ→ Z, to an entire analytic function. This will not be true
in higher dimensions, and the resulting evolution will only be analytic in a strip centered on
the real line. An explicit counter-example was constructed in Ref. [59].
Note that, contrary to the Lieb-Robinson bound (which holds for real time evolution),
where the support of the evolved observable grows linearly with time, Araki’s Theorem can
only bound the growth of the support with an exponential in time. Therefore the proof would
not carry trough if we defined quasi-local observables to have exponentially decaying tails.
We finally point out an easy corollary of Theorem 21 that we will need in Section V D:
Corollary 22 (Araki [1]). LetQΣ =
∑
Z⊆Σ qZ be a local Hamiltonian on Σ with interaction
length r and strength J , and let f be a quasi-local observable with center at the origin. Then∥∥ΓtΣ(f)− Γt`(f)∥∥ ≤ χ`(τ)G(τ)‖f‖ (37)∥∥ΓtΣ(f)∥∥ ≤ H(τ)‖f‖, (38)
for τ = 2tJ and for some analytic functions G and H , which depend on r but not on the
length of Σ.
It is immediately clear from Theorem 21 and Corollary 22 that if f is quasi-local then
ΓΣ(f) is also quasi-local for every t, and its norm is bounded uniformly in the size of Σ.
C. Expansionals
In order to construct the operators required to prove Theorem 20, we will need the fol-
lowing object, which is known as a time-ordered exponential or expansional. For a detailed
account of its properties see [60, 61].
Definition 23 (Expansional [60, 61]). Let O : [0, 1] → B(CD) be a continuous path of
operators such that
|||O||| := sup
t∈[0,1]
‖O(t)‖ <∞. (39)
The expansional of O(t), also known as the time-ordered exponential of O(t), is defined by
Exp
[∫ 1
0
dtO(t)
]
:=
∞∑
n=0
∫ 1
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 · · ·
∫ tn−1
0
dtnO(t1) · · ·O(tn). (40)
Let us recall some useful properties of the expansional.
Proposition 24.
1. If [O(t1), O(t2)] = 0 for all t1, t2 ∈ [0, 1], then Exp
[∫ 1
0
dtO(t)
]
is equal to the usual
exponential of the integral exp
(∫ 1
0
dtO(t)
)
.
2. The norm of Exp
[∫ 1
0
dtO(t)
]
is bounded by exp(|||O|||), and moreover it holds that∥∥∥∥Exp [∫ 1
0
dtO(t)
]
− 1
∥∥∥∥ ≤ exp(|||O|||)− 1. (41)
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3. [61, Proposition 15] Let O1, . . . , On be operators. Then it holds that
eO1 · · · eOn = Exp
[∫ 1
0
dt
n∑
m=1
ΓtO1 ◦ · · · ◦ ΓtOm−1(Om)
]
. (42)
Proof of 2. Since we have that
Exp
[∫ 1
0
dtO(t)
]
= 1 +
∞∑
n=1
∫ 1
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 · · ·
∫ tn−1
0
dtnO(t1) · · ·O(tn),
then we can bound the norm of Exp
[∫ 1
0
dtO(t)
]
− 1 as follows:∥∥∥∥Exp [∫ 1
0
dtO(t)
]
− 1
∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∞∑
n=1
∫ 1
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 · · ·
∫ tn−1
0
dtn |||O|||n
=
∞∑
n=1
|||O|||n
n!
= exp(|||O|||)− 1.
D. The finite range Hamiltonian case
We are now ready to prove Theorem 20. In order to show that the thermal states ρ∂ABC
are approximately factorizable, we will explicitly construct operators σ∂ABC := ∆zb∆az ,
σ∂B := ΩzcΩdz , σ∂AB := Ωzc∆az , and σ∂BC := ∆zbΩdz that satisfy Equations (14) and
(15).
To avoid excessive use of superscripts, we will denote the Hamiltonian associated to the
different regions as follows:
ρ∂ABC = e
2Qaxyb ,with Qaxyb =
∑
Z⊂axyb
qZ (43)
ρ∂AB = e
2Raxyc ,with Raxyc =
∑
Z⊂axyc
rZ (44)
ρ∂BC = e
2Sdxyb ,with Sdxyb =
∑
Z⊂dxyb
sZ (45)
ρ∂B = e
2Tdxyc ,with Tdxyc =
∑
Z⊂dxyc
tZ . (46)
Given α one or more of the regions a, b, c, d, x, y, we will write Qα =
∑
Z⊆αQZ to mean
all of the local Hamiltonian terms of Qaxyb that are strictly inside α ⊆ axyb. The terms
intersecting two regions (say α and β) will be denoted Q∂αβ . The same convention will be
used for the other three Hamiltonians (Eqns. (43,44,45,46)).
We define the operators ∆ and Ω as follows:
∆axy := e
Qaxe−QyeQaxy (47)
Ωxyc := e
Txyce−TxeTyc . (48)
We will use the properties of expansionals to show that, with these definitions of ∆ and
Ω, the boundary states are approximately factorizable. We will first prove the following
lemma, regarding σAB : the rest of the bounds of Equations (14) and (15) can be proven in an
analogous manner.
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Lemma 25. With the definitions given above, we have that∥∥∥ρ1/2∂ABσ−1∂ABρ1/2∂AB − 1∥∥∥ ≤ η((`)), (49)
where η(t) = et − 1 and
(`) ≤ 2Fr(2J)
[
2r(1 +H(2J)2) +H(2J)G(2J)
]
max
Jχ`(2J),∑
l≥`
δ(l)
 ,
and the functions Fr, G, H and χ are given by Theorem 21 and Corollary 22.
Proof. To start with, rewrite the expression
ρ
1/2
∂ABσ
−1
∂ABρ
1/2
∂AB = e
Raxyc∆−1axyΩ
−1
xyce
Raxyb
= eRaxyce−QaxyeQye−Qaxe−TyceTxe−TxyceRaxyc
= (eRaxyce−QaxyeQye−Tyc)(e−QaxeTxe−TxyceRaxyc)
:= OLOR,
where we have used that Qax and Tyc commute since they are non-overlapping. We will now
show that there exists a decaying function (`), that we will specify later, such that
max(‖OL − 1‖, ‖OR − 1‖) ≤ exp
(
(`)
2
)
− 1,
which implies that
‖OLOR − 1‖ ≤ ‖OL‖ ‖OR − 1‖+ ‖OL − 1‖ ≤ exp((`))− 1. (50)
Now, in order to show that OL (or equivalently OR) is close to the identity, we will apply
equation (42) to the operator OL and obtain
OL = e
Raxyce−QaxyeQye−Tyc =
Exp
[∫ 1
0
dtRaxyc − ΓtRaxyc(Qaxy) + ΓtRaxycΓ−tQaxy (Qy)− ΓtRaxycΓ−tQaxyΓtQy (Tyc)
]
.
We will further decompose the r.h.s. of the previous equation as follows: we substitute
Raxyc = Γ
t
Raxyc
(Raxyc) with ΓtRaxyc(Raxy + Rc + R∂yc), and Γ
t
Qy
(Tyc) with ΓtQy (Ty +
T∂yc) + Tc, since [Tc, Qy] = 0. The expression then reduces to
OL = Exp
[∫ 1
0
dt
5∑
i=1
Xi(t)
]
, (51)
where
X1(t) = Γ
t
Raxyc (Raxy −Qaxy) , X2(t) = ΓtRaxyc (Rc − Tc) ,
X3(t) = Γ
t
RaxycΓ
−t
Qaxy
ΓtQy (Qy − Ty), X4(t) = ΓtRaxycΓ−tQaxyΓtQy (R∂yc − T∂yc),
X5(t) = Γ
t
Raxyc
(
R∂yc − Γ−tQaxyΓtQy (R∂yc)
)
.
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Let us denote (`) := 2
∑
i |||Xi|||. Then by equation (41) we have that
‖OL − 1‖ ≤ exp
(∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
Xi
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
)
− 1 ≤ exp
(
(`)
2
)
− 1.
Thus in order to bound ‖OL − 1‖, it remains to show that for each i the norm |||Xi||| is small.
The first term can be bounded as follows. Note that
Raxy −Qaxy =
∑
Z⊂axy
(rZ − qZ).
Then (rZ − qZ) is zero if Z has radius larger than r. Then, from Theorem 21, we get that
ΓtRaxyc acting on a local operator is quasi-local in the sense of Def. 18, and that its norm is
bounded by a constant function F , hence∥∥∥ΓtRaxyc(Raxy −Qaxy)∥∥∥ ≤ Fr(2tJ) ∑
Z⊂axy
‖rZ − qZ‖ ≤ Fr(2tJ)
∑
Z⊂axy
δ(d(Z, ∂C)),
where term on the r.h.s. is controlled by δ-homogeneity. Since any Z ⊂ axy is at least at
distance ` from ∂C, we obtain the bound:
|||X1||| ≤ rFr(2J)
∑
l>`
δ(l). (52)
A similar argument works for |||X2|||, which can be bounded in the same way. In order to
bound the norm of X3 and X4, we will have to add an extra step instead. We start from the
same decomposition
X3(t) =
∑
Z⊂y
ΓtRaxycΓ
−t
Qaxy
ΓtQy (qZ − tZ),
where the sum only runs over Z with diameter smaller than the interaction length r. Each of
the three Γt maps quasi-local operators to quasi-local operators, with a bound on the norm
given by equation (35), so that we get∥∥∥ΓtRaxycΓ−tQaxyΓtQy (qZ − tZ)∥∥∥ ≤ Fr(2tJ)H(2tJ)2δ(d(Z, ∂B)),
so that again, we can bound
|||X3||| ≤ rFr(2J)H(2J)2
∑
l>`
δ(l).
A similar analysis will work for X4.
We now focus on X5. We expect Γ−tQaxyΓ
t
Qy
(R∂yc) ≈ Γ−tQyΓtQy (R∂yc) = R∂yc when y
is large enough. Once again, we use Theorem 21 and Corollary 22 to show that this indeed
holds. As for the other terms, we invoke the fact that quasi-local operators get mapped to
quasi-local operators under Γt. Furthermore, we note that since R∂yc is strictly local we get
that R∂yc − Γ−tQaxyΓtQy (R∂yc) is quasi-local with center at ∂yc. This implies that∥∥∥ΓtRaxyc(R∂yc − Γ−tQaxyΓtQy (R∂yc))∥∥∥ ≤ H(2tJ)∥∥∥R∂yc − Γ−tQaxyΓtQy (R∂yc)∥∥∥, (53)
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by Theorem 21. We now set out to show that
∥∥∥R∂yc − Γ−tQaxyΓtQy (R∂yc)∥∥∥ is small:∥∥∥R∂yc − Γ−tQaxyΓtQy (R∂yc)∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥(Γ−tQy − Γ−tQaxy )ΓtQy (R∂yc)∥∥∥
≤ Fr(2tJ)G(2tJ)Jχ`(2tJ). (54)
Putting all of the bits together, we get that
(`) ≤ Fr(2J)
[
2r(1 +H(2J)2) +H(2J)G(2J)
]
max
Jχ`(2J),∑
l≥`
δ(l)
 .
E. Extension to quasi-local interactions
In the proof of Lemma 25, Theorem 21 and Corollary 22 played a crucial role. It is clear
from the proof that the same approach will generalize to a larger class of interactions as long
as one is able to generalize equations (37) and (38) to such Hamiltonians.
Abstractly, we can see Corollary 22 as a statement about two classes of operators: on the
one hand we have the local operators U0 and the quasi-local ones U1. Then the result states
that, for every H ∈ U0 and f ∈ U1, the imaginary time evolution ΓtH(f) still belongs to
U1 for all time t, and moreover that it can be well approximated by evolutions generated by
a “truncation” of H around the center of the support of f . In the proof of Lemma 25 we
then apply the imaginary time evolution ΓtH to the interaction terms of the Hamiltonians,
exploiting the fact that U0 ⊂ U1.
Extensions of Corollary 22 would then enlarge the classes U0 and U1 for which these
properties hold. By using similar techniques to the original proof, we believe that a first
extension of Araki’s theorem can be proven, to allow for quasi-local Hamiltonian interactions
(so that U0 = U1 are the quasi-local operators defined in Definition 18).
Conjecture 26 (Quasi-local Araki). Let QΣ =
∑
Z⊂Σ qZ be a quasi-local Hamiltonian
on Σ with strength J , and let f be a quasi-local observable with center at the origin. Let
Q` =
∑
Z⊂[−`,`] qZ . Then ∥∥ΓtΣ(f)− Γt`(f)∥∥ ≤ µ`(τ)G(τ)‖f‖ (55)∥∥ΓtΣ(f)∥∥ ≤ H(τ)‖f‖, (56)
for τ = 2Jt and for some analytic functions G and H which do not depend on the length of
Σ.
We do not provide a proof of this generalization of Theorem 21, but we observe that if
it holds, then the proof of Theorem 20 carries through verbatim of the case of quasi-local
interactions, obtaining the following:
Theorem 27. If Conjecture 26 holds, then thermal states of quasilocal Hamiltoni-
ans with strength J and δ-homogeneous are (`)-approximately factorizable on regions
{∂ABC, ∂AB, ∂BC, ∂B}, with
(`) = c(J)
µ`(2J) +∑
l≥`
δ(l)
 (57)
with c(J) a positive constants independent of `.
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F. Boundary Hamiltonians of PEPS
We now comment on how to apply Theorem 20 and Theorem 27 in order to show that the
boundary state of a PEPS is approximately factorizabile. If the PEPS is injective on region
A, then the boundary state ρ∂A will be full rank and therefore can be written as the Gibbs
state of some Hermitian operator, which we will call the boundary Hamiltonian.
Definition 28. If a PEPS is injective on a region A, then the boundary Hamiltonian is given
by
Q∂A =
1
2
log(ρ∂A), (58)
where ρ∂A is the boundary state of the PEPS.
To cover the case of G-injective or MPO-injective PEPS, one faces the problem that, in
such cases, boundary states are no longer full rank and hence cannot be Gibbs states of
Hamiltonians. What is then the structure that is expected to hold in the boundary state of
a gapped G-injective or MPO-injective PEPS? Numerical evidence from [29] and analytical
evidence from [17] suggests that the boundary states are, in that case, of the form J∂Ae2Q∂A ,
where J∂A is the MPO projector on the boundary of region A and the boundary Hamiltonian
Q∂A is (quasi-)local, (quasi-)homogeneous and its constituent interactions all commute with
J∂A.
We can then modify Definition 28 as follows.
Definition 29. If a PEPS is MPO-injective on a region A, and J∂A is the projector on the
kernel of ρ∂A, then the boundary Hamiltonian is given by
Q∂A =
1
2
log(ρ∂A) ∈ J∂AH∂AJ∂A; (59)
where the logarithm is understood to be restricted to the support of ρ∂A.
Does the boundary Hamiltonian of a PEPS defined in this way satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 20? While we do not have a satisfying answer except for the case of isometric and
G-isometric PEPS (for which the parent Hamiltonian is commuting), we comment on what
numerical evidence can tell us. The range of the boundary Hamiltonian has been investigated
in detail in Ref. [26] for the square lattice AKLT and the Ising PEPS models on a cylinder.
There, the authors numerically compared the boundary Hamiltonians on the cylinder to the
long range Heisenberg Hamiltonian:
H =
∑
`≥1
η`
∑
j∈λ
SjSj+` +R, (60)
where R is some unknown rest term. They extracted the values of η` for a depth two and
for an infinite depth cylinder, and found to very high accuracy that the terms η` decayed
exponentially with ` for ` > 2. The norm of R was also shown to be very small. They
perform the same numerics for Ising PEPS in the non-critical regime, and also observe that
the boundary Hamiltonian shows some decay in the interaction strength. In the regime where
the Ising PEPS becomes non-ergodic, they find that the boundary state begins to resemble
a mean field Heisenberg model; i.e. η` = O(1) for all `. While it is not reasonable to
expect a finite range boundary Hamiltonian from these results, it seems quite challenging
to distinguish a faster than exponential decay from an exponential decay, meaning that even
assuming that the quasi-local version of Araki given in Conjecture 26 holds, one could not
easily apply Theorem 27.
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Unfortunately, the authors of Ref. [26] did not make any specific statements about the
homogeneity of the boundary state, however there is some evidence in their numerics to
support our assumptions. In [26, Fig. 8a] the magnitude of the η` term was plotted for
different cylinder diameters. The values of η` are essentially independent of the cylinder
diameter as long as ` < L/2, where L is the cylinder diameter. This suggests, at least in the
translationally invariant case, that the boundary Hamiltonian has a universal character, and
only the (exponentially suppressed) very long range contributions are perturbed with changes
at a long distance.
Beyond the numerical evidence above, locality of the boundary state has been shown to
hold analytically for models of non-interacting free-fermions [62], and for certain conformal
field theories [63]. However, caution must be taken, since systems with a chiral symmetry
give rise to critical boundary states.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proved a fundamental theorem relating boundary states of two dimensional injec-
tive PEPS to the bulk gap of the parent Hamiltonian. Our work raises a lot of further questions
for our understanding and analysis of bulk-boundary correspondences in many body systems
as well as for relating static to dynamic properties in physical systems, which we discuss
below.
a. Is the approximate factorization condition necessary? The most pressing question
is perhaps to know if the assumptions on the boundary states made in Theorem 10, which
are sufficient to prove a spectral gap in the bulk, are also necessary. There are good reasons
to believe that this is the case. It was recently shown [64] that a uniform bulk gap of the
parent Hamiltonian which is similar (although not identical) to Definition 5 implies that the
PEPS satisfies local indistinguishability. Local indistinguishability, and its topological vari-
ant, LTQO [65], imply that local observables can be evaluated accurately by only contracting
a finite ring of tensors around the observable. We believe (although we do not have a proof
at present) that the property of LTQO should allow us to show that shielded regions of the
boundary states satisfy the decay of mutual information bound that has recently been shown
to by equivalent to the existence of local recovery maps [66]. This in turn implies that the
boundary state is close to a local (although not necessarily bounded) Gibbs state [67]. Given
this insight, as well as the numerical evidence from [26], we conjecture the following:
Conjecture 30. If for any rectangular regionA ⊂ Λ,HA is gapped, then the boundary states
ofA are close to a Gibbs state of a 1D Hamiltonian with exponentially decaying interactions,
and they are approximately factorizable.
More abstractly, one might ask whether there are further correspondences between bulk
and boundary properties, including conventional symmetries. One interesting direction to
look into is whether the effective temperature of the boundary Hamiltonian is related to the
correlation length of bulk observables as predicted by Poilblanc [68].
b. A canonical form for PEPS? In every PEPS there is a gauge degree of freedom in
its defining tensor, in the sense that if we multiply the left and right virtual levels by Y
and Y −1 respectively, this action gets canceled in the tensor contraction that defines the
PEPS. The same happens for the top and bottom virtual levels when multiplying by Z and
Z−1 respectively. Moreover, by considering non-translation invariant tensor networks it is
possible to change the choice of gauge matrices at each edge. While this operation does not
change the physical state represented by the PEPS, it will transform the boundary state via
a product of congruence (but not similarity) transformations, in the sense that the boundary
state ρ∂A of a region A will be mapped to (X
†
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ X†|∂A|)ρ∂A(X1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ X|∂A|),
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where {Xi}i are invertible matrices. It has been proved in [69] that for injective PEPS this
is the only freedom in the PEPS tensor. It is not clear however how to choose the best gauge
matrices for a given PEPS. In 1D, the canonical form [54] defined in Lemma 12 gives a way
to fix the gauge which implies the required approximate factorization of the boundary state.
Based on this, one could then define the canonical gauge in 2D exactly as the one needed to
have an approximate factorization of the boundary state (in case such factorization exists).
Note that since the gauge transformation can potentially change both the eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors of the boundary state, it is not clear that having the approximate factorization
property for a given choice of gauge implies the same for other choices of gauges (given that
square roots of the boundary states appear in (14) and (15)).
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